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Extravagant Flora



Extravagant Flora

Extravagant flora was inspired by Balmain and Akris. This look encompasses
not only the traveler and their journey, but also international artists and the
work they do incorporated onto the garment and in the embroidery. This is
certainly an educated and prestigious theme that highlights colors found in

flora in an extravagant manner.



Extravagant Flora

Balmain Akris



Colors
Global Green

 Desert Sand 
Ireland
Orange

Prickly Pear

Hawaii Ash Dark Lagoon 



Given that this is a trend for Fall/Winter 2021-2022, the colors chosen are subtle
cool and warm tones. Each color follows the earth and travel theme that you may

see on travelers all over the world. Global Green is reminiscent of the deep forests
and jungles around the world. Prickly Pear mimics the transitional shade of grass.

Hawaiian Ash depicts a breezy, warm feeling like beach sand, and Desert Sand
brings the heat and warmth of various dry lands. Dark Lagoon imitates the bark of
trees and the soil found during travels, and Ireland Orange represents the bright,
yet understated colors of the flowers found in nature. These colors all represent

the feeling and intricacies of nature. They work as nice transitional shades from the
heat of summer to a cool autumn and frigid winter. These colors have already

begun to show more popularity, and they are anticipated to further grow in
popularity.



Textiles and Fabrics

Chiffon
Type: 100%
Polyester
Finish: None
Print: None

Silk Charmeuse
Type: 100% Silk
Finish: Reflective
Print: None

Leather
Type: 100% Real
Calf Leather
Finish: Mink Oil
Liquid
Print: None

Faux Fur
Type: 100%
Polyester
Finish: Resin
Print: None

Cotton Lace
Type: 100% Cotton
Finish: None
Print: None

Sequined Cotton
Type: 100% Cotton
Finish: None
Print: None



The chiffon as a fabric in this theme gives a lightweight and airy quality to some of the
pieces. The chiffon represents the freedom experienced through travels. The silk

charmeuse allows for a flowing, breathable fabric. This fabric mimics the moving from
place to place one does during travel. The leather is a long-lasting, durable fabric used
to add texture and vitality to the look. Leather acts a way to represent the long-lasting

effect travel and experiences have on people. The faux fur brings a comfortable,
warming aspect to the outfit or design while symbolizing the warmth of the sunlight
and loved ones. Cotton lace is a breathable, yet thicker material appropriate for the

coming winter season. This lace pattern further incorporates the idea of flora.
Sequined cotton provides a stylish alternative to simplistic cotton while keeping in
mind the cooler weather ahead. This fabric reminds the wearer to reflect on their

experiences and all that becomes them.  All of these fabrics have shown increasing
prominence in upcoming fashion trends, and they are believed to sustain this

popularity.



Silhouettes and Styles

Balmain uses the space/earthly tones with
simplistic designs for the Fall/Winter 2021 

Akris brings in different unique desings
with the desert sand and grey. The

Ireland orange will be very popular.   



What are fashion forecasters and stylists
saying about this trend?

Vogue
In their article about new trends for
Fall/Winter 2021, they anticipate glitzy
and extravagant designs, such as
those in "Extravagant Flora," as being
very prominent styles to expect. B/Samply

B/Samply expresses their belief that
textiles with 3D features, such as
sequins and lace, will be fixtures in
the fashion of the upcoming season.

Marie Claire
Marie Claire defines opulent and extravagant apparel to be something to watch for in the
coming season. The oversized pieces and dramatic textures and styles will be a leading
trend in Fall/Winter 2021



Muted Regality



Muted Regality

This fashion trend in inspired by Thom Browne. 
"If you are going to do it, you might as well DO IT" - this in the mentality behind

muted regality. The garments are made on such an extreme scale, they are
considered overwhelming to look at. The theme really encompasses picking

something and going hard at it. It is not meant to be cozy or casual but elegant
and fancy. Inspiration also comes from Simone Rocha bringing a biker ballerina

and rebellious school girl look.  



Muted Regality

Thom Browne Simone Rocha



Colors

Pointe Pink 

Gauge Green

Scarlet Red

 

Canary Bad Pewter 

Graffiti 



These colors were chosen for the theme Muted Regality because they are bold and
loud. They inspire graffiti, creativity, and an "out-of the-comfort zone" feeling. The
colors are not meant for the status quo, they are unique and expressive in their
own way. The color Graffiti reveals a chill, yet frigid feeling to the royally designed

outfits. Canary and Pointe Pink represent two lighter colors that show the
commonly unseen soft side of those in the face of regality. Scarlet Red is

reminiscent of the power and passion that comes with creativity and
uncomfortability. Bad Pewter resolves the brightness and harsh lines often seen in
the designs of Muted Regality while representing a stone-cold mentality, and Gauge

Green finalizes the tone of the theme. Gauge Green mimics the expressive, yet
sometimes quiet or muted demeanor of those considered regal. While crossing the
barrier of vibrant and more neutral colors, the palette selected for Muted Regality

bridge the gap of expectations and reality. They offer a great transition from the fall
and winter colors of the season into the slowly warming spring and summer

seasons. 



Textiles and Fabrics

Double Cloth
Type: 100% Wool
Finish: None
Print: None

Velvet
Type: 68% Acetate,
32% Rayon
Finish:
Sheared/Brushed
Print: None

Chiffon
Type: 100%
Polyester
Finish: None
Print: None

Moiré Taffeta
Type: 100%
Acetate
Finish: Embossed
Print: None

China Silk
Type: 100% Silk
Finish: None
Print: None

Organza
Type: 100% Silk
Finish: None
Print: None



The materials in this theme are a combination of fabrics that provide either
warmth and protection or breathability. The double cloth and velvet both act as
warmer factors in the outer layers of the pieces. Moiré taffeta and china silk are

thinner, more breathable fabrics that allow for proper draping of materials.
Chiffon and organza are very lightweight, thin fabrics that create shape and

fullness without increasing weight in the design. Double cloth symbolizes the
thick skin required by those who are bold or loud. Velvet represents the soft
exterior and warmth that our theme portrays. Chiffon and organza mimic the

airy, yet frigid appearance and demeanor of our theme. Moiré taffeta imitates the
potential and expressiveness of the designs. China silk finishes off the materials
with a smooth and refined texture such as the overarching attitudes in regality
are. These fabrics have always been popular, and they resemble the same or
similar fabrics that would have been used at the time of the original designs

centuries ago.



Silhouettes and Styles

Thom Browne is bringing a
bold look to the pieces with
muted type of colors to his

pieces . 

Simone Rocha uses a baby doll sophisticated
and elegant touch to the collection for Fall

and Winter. 



What are fashion forecasters and stylists
saying about this trend?

Vogue
In their article about upcoming trends, they discussed the renewed

style of pouf-sleeves like found in both Victorian times and the
1980s, just like the sleeves shown in some "Muted Regality" looks.

Who What Wear
Who What Wear depicted how the Bridgerton-style clothing was

already increasing in popularity and how it would continue to prevail
in Fall/Winter 2021.

Pantone
Pantone selected many of our color choices for "Muted Regality" as prominent color trends for Fall/Winter
2021. These include both neutrals like Graffiti and Bad Pewter, as well as brighter colors like Canary and

Pointe Pink.
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